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NO WORSE PUNISHMENT 

 
 

 

 

 

‘Come away from the window, you’re as bad as the old biddy across the street.’ 

 I grinned as the older man glared at me, grudgingly closed the curtains and slumped 

into the chair in front of the fire. February might be journeying into March but winter wasn’t 

giving up its seat willingly. The climate reflected the atmosphere inside our small sitting 

room so I decided to lighten it.  

 ‘What were you doing Pete? Hoping to see John Glenn orbiting above us so you 

could give him a wave?’ 

It only intensified the glare so I gave up and returned to 

my newspaper; Cuba had America and the USSR at each 

other’s throats. I knew that feeling. The Communists and 

the West were refusing to talk, there were stand-offs 

going on, perhaps the headlines were sending me a 

message. I put the newspaper down with a sigh. 

 ‘What’s bothering you?’ 

 I watched his shoulders sag a little, that was a good sign. 

 ‘You’ll say I’m being stupid.’ 

 It was a test. I arched my eyebrows to show some curiosity.  

 ‘Coming back from the cinema tonight, I thought we were followed.’ 

 ‘Who by?’ 

I wanted to find out how Robin had fared in the intervening centuries since ‘Fate’. 

What is it like to have such a long lifespan? Do you change as the world changes 

about you? I chose to set this story in 1962. A time of paranoia. In Britain the Cold 

War had caused distrust. Homosexuality won’t be decriminalised for a further 5 

years so I decided to explore what life would be like for Robin in that setting. 
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 ‘I don’t know!’ 

 ‘We saw West Side Story, was it Puerto Ricans looking for a rumble?’  

Admittedly, patience wasn’t one of my better qualities.  

 Suddenly Pete was in front of him, fists clenched, eyes filling with tears. 

‘I’m sick of this. Do you hear me? Sick of it!’ 

Now I really was curious. Pete favoured the silent and sullen approach in our 

arguments, this was a new direction. 

 ‘All right, spill the beans. What’s got you worked up?’ 

 ‘You don’t know, do you?’ Pete’s expression turned hunted. ‘The woman you call the 

old biddy. Her name is Mrs Carter. She hates us.’ 

 My bored shrug only provoked even more frustration, Pete clenched his fists as tears 

tumbled down his cheeks.  

 ‘Do you know what she screamed at me this morning? “Perverts like you should be 

locked up!” She called us filthy degenerates. I’ve never faced such hatred Robin!’ 

 Things fell into place. The tirade continued, tears ignored. 

 ‘And do you know what’s ironic? She told me I was an idiot to think a man half my 

age would be interested in me. Can you believe that? You. Half my age.’ 

 ‘So you’re worried the old gal thinks you’re seducing a young man. Isn’t that better 

than her finding out I’m not human? Imagine her reaction if she knew fairies were real.’  

One of these days I was going to listen to the rationale side of my brain when it said 

big age differences never made for good relationships. Trouble was, loneliness made you 

irrational. Made you ready to try once more, even though you knew it wouldn’t work. 

 Outside the crash of a dustbin filled the silence that followed. 

 ‘She knows we’re queer Robin. She could have us arrested. I’ll be ruined.’ 
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 ‘They have to catch us in public, and in the act. You know that. 

 A derisive snort. ‘They’ll still arrest us then beat us up to show their disapproval.’ 

 Yes, things were falling into place with the familiarity borne of a lifetime of 

conversations like this one. I let out a long sigh. Pete shook his head as he stared me.  

 ‘You’ve had centuries of this. But it’s new to me.’ A shuddery gasp. ‘I should have 

stayed with Angela.’ 

 And with that reference we entered the second act of our regular drama. I looked 

into Pete’s anxious expression with his puppy-dog eyes, high cheek bones and a 

resemblance to Rock Hudson. We wouldn’t last much longer, Angela would reclaim him for 

no other reason than it was easier to live a lie. The thought irked me; the guy should try 

living in earlier times when an interest in men led to all kinds of punishments. The ‘60s were 

enlightened in comparison. 

 ‘But, fool that I am, I meet this mysterious, handsome young man and I can’t keep 

my hands off him, despite turning forty next year. I discover he’s Robin Goodfellow, the 

character Shakespeare wrote about. Talk about age difference! Does that stop me? No. I’m 

so intrigued I find him even more enticing.’  

‘Go back to Angela, if that’s what you want.’ 

I hadn’t meant it as a cheap shot, I’d hoped it might pierce the 

ballooning self-pity. Instead Pete strode past the television set and to 

the Formica drinks trolley, poured himself a generous glass of Irish 

whiskey and knocked it back in one go. He did that a lot lately. 

‘Do I mean so little to you?’ 

Another shot of whiskey followed the first when the reply didn’t come immediately. 

‘You’re being paranoid, Pete. Just relax. Who cares what the old cow says?’ 
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Big, brown spaniel’s eyes flashed condemnation. 

‘You’re used to this Robin. I haven’t forgotten your terrible stories.’ Eyes sought 

sympathy but didn’t find it. ‘But I’m not strong like you.’ 

‘You are.’ A necessary lie for the sake of diplomacy.  

Once, a long time ago, someone regularly told me that what doesn’t kill you only 

makes you stronger, I’d lived by that mantra ever since. My exile was testimony to it. My 

time amongst human beings kept testing it too. Oh yes, I was strong. Lonely and strong.  

A loud crash downstairs. I hurried to the window, the orange glow of the streetlamp 

showed nothing out of the ordinary. 

‘Was that in the shop?’ 

Pete’s self-absorption had evaporated, he looked genuinely frightened suddenly. I 

hurried to the staircase, grabbed the cricket bat I had ready for such occasions and tiptoed 

down the staircase, listening intently. Nothing. 

The shop was dark save for the amber light from 

outside, it cast strange shadows amidst the antique bric-a-brac. 

I reached the archway into my office, a fallen walnut hat stand 

straddled the aisle. The bowler hat I kept on it, a touch of 

whimsy, lay on the floor. 

‘Must have fallen over by itself somehow.  

I said it to provoke my burglar that I didn’t suspect anything so I could catch him 

unawares. Nothing. My small office was empty of any visitors. I retraced my footsteps into 

the hall, past the staircase and to the outside door at the back of the shop.  

The smell caught in my nostrils, a faint trace of rotten meat. 
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I turned the handle, opened the door wide. I’d locked it before going to the cinema. 

Cold air brushed against my face, wafting away the smell. It didn’t matter. I’d needed a few 

seconds to locate the memory, now it had arrived, it worried me. 

I closed the door, locked it carefully, placed the key in my pocket. I stood perfectly 

still to assess the situation, eyes and ears alert, feet planted ready to react and breathed 

steadily. I hadn’t called upon these skills for a long time, summoning them now felt like 

meeting old friends. 

Upstairs Pete clung to the doorframe. I pushed him into the sitting room, shut the 

door and jammed the heavy wooden-framed sofa against it. 

‘Robin?  What are you doing?’  

Ignoring the question, I hurried to the Victorian sideboard, yanked open the bottom 

drawer, tossed out a plethora of innocuous items that hid a leather scabbard, old and dry, 

and from it withdrew a knife. Its dull sheen and dark colour the tell-tale signs of cold iron.  

Pete’s eyes widened. I gazed at him, I needed him to focus. 

‘Listen to me, I need you to think. Earlier. What did you see? Or smell?’ 

‘Smell?’ 

A deep breath to control my patience. ‘What you do with your nose.’ 

It got the inevitable shake of the head even before he’d given it any thought. 

‘What’s happening Robin? I’m frightened.’ 

Those brown eyes hadn’t left my knife.  

‘Pete!’ The snap of authority. It penetrated his panic. ‘Think. What did you see?’ 

Eyes stared into the middle distance, a frown formed. 

‘There were shadows. Funny ones.’ 

‘Funny how?’ 
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‘I don’t know. Fuzzy edged.’ Focus returned and brought realisation with it. ‘They’re 

things from your realm, aren’t they?’ 

‘Yes.’ There was no point in lying. He needed to keep this man calm. ‘But don’t 

worry. I’ve faced much worse.’ 

Frantic nodding as conviction fought with disbelief.  

‘Why now Robin?’ 

Good question. I wished I had an answer. 

The window exploded, curtains billowed and spinning shards of glass caught the 

light. As if in slow motion I watched the dark-clad shape leap through the window frame, to 

land neatly and assess the threat it faced. I recognised it instantly, my memory hadn’t let me 

down. 

Pete shrieked and staggered backwards, wide eyes 

fixed on the intruder as it prepared to leap, sharp claws set to 

eviscerate whatever it touched.  As it sprang, raising its arms 

to attack, I flung the knife. The creature collapsed on to the 

floor in a heap, dead, my knife lodged in its heart. 

I didn’t wait, I sprinted over to the huge sideboard, barking a firm command to Pete 

for his help. We pushed the heavy object in front of the window frame. 

‘What is that thing?’  

Pete stared in horror at the corpse. 

‘A Fir Darrig.’ 

‘A what?’ 

‘My people call them rat-boys.’ 
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Pete might be looking at the body on the floor but little was reaching his brain, the 

nodding head said more about the search for normality and his failure to find it. The Fir 

Darrig might have two arms and legs, even trousers and shirt but there, normality ended. Its 

pelt had stiff, wiry black hair, eyes were small, black and unnaturally close together and sat 

atop a narrow muzzle out of which long whiskers protruded. Death caught the creature in 

the rictus of a snarl, showing an array of sharp teeth. 

‘It must have picked up my scent earlier on.’ I yanked the knife from the corpse, 

wiped it on my trousers, tucked it into my waistband. “They have a strong sense of smell. 

Realised I wasn’t human.” 

Pete nodded hypnotically, unable to look elsewhere.  

‘But if it wasn’t looking for you, why is it in our realm?’ 

Human beings have always struggled to comprehend the science of wafer-thin 

distances between parallel dimensions. They get paranoid about the existence of more 

intelligent life forms too, as the cinema proves. Experience told me to keep the story simple. 

‘The majority of my race are sterile. The Fir Darrig are agile, fast and entirely without 

any morality. They make good thieves.’ 

Pete’s eyes returned to the creature until the jigsaw pieces came together. 

‘They abduct children?’ 

‘And have done for many of your generations. Long ago your race placed daisy 

chains around the necks of infants as a form of protection, the flowers are poisonous to the 

likes of these bastards.’ 

Dark red blood soaked into the carpet, I needed to get rid of the body, ideally 

without the old bag across the road spotting me.  

‘Good thing there was only one of them,’ Pete said. 
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I froze. 

The disturbance in the shop, the unlocked door. Why would the creature attack 

through the window when it had already been in the house?  

Because it hadn’t.  

It wasn’t the only one. 

Perhaps they thought I was a threat, they were a suspicious breed. I listened 

intently. Was that a squeaky floorboard on the staircase? Or was I getting paranoid? But as I 

learned so painfully in my military training, ‘There’s no such thing as paranoia, just your 

senses polishing your survival skills.’ 

I hurried into the kitchen, brought back a plastic salt container, held it out for Pete 

who looked me as realisation dawned on his pale face. 

‘Pour it into your hands, hurl it in their faces.’  

I maintained eye contact long enough to ensure the message got through. The 

shaking hands and pale complexion showed he understood the threat.  

Something smashed against the door, hinges rattled but didn’t move the heavy sofa 

jammed against it. 

‘Shouldn’t we phone for the police?’ A whisper, as though their attackers would give 

up if they heard the plan. 

‘Yeah, let’s phone the police. Tell them creatures from the faerie realm are attacking 

us. Two men who share the same bed. I wonder what they’ll say?’ 

Something solid smashed against the door, a different sound than before. It was 

repeated and one panel cracked with the force. A third strike and dark wood burst through; 

the base of the walnut hat stand. At the other end of the room a dull thud against the 

sideboard made it rock, a second strike brought the noise of splintering wood. 
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The lounge was a long, narrow room. I yanked Pete to the end nearer the kitchen. 

The door from the stairs was in the middle, the window at the far end, the rat-boys couldn’t 

surround us so easily from there. It depended on how many there were, probably no more 

than two wielding the hat stand at the door, there wasn’t enough space for more. One at 

the window. Three in total. I could handle three. 

While the door splintered with the next strike, the sideboard shuddered as a third 

heavy thump made it wobble hesitantly before toppling into the room, curtains billowed 

around the creature as it burst in, dancing across the now horizontal shelving. 

I threw my knife just as the creature stumbled, it penetrated a furry shoulder. One 

weapon and I’d missed the kill shot. I cursed and leapt. We collided in mid-air, felt the 

creature’s claws dig into my skin, its hot breath reeking of rotting meat filled my nostrils. We 

landed in a heap, momentum rolling us over each other, in the process driving the knife 

deeper into the rat-boy’s shoulder. It staggered to its feet, blood erupting from the brachial 

artery, one arm hanging uselessly at its side. I was faster getting up and rugby tackled the 

thing so it landed hard on the floor, yanked the knife out of the shoulder and jabbed it into 

the thing’s chest, directly into the heart.  

Crunching wood and Pete’s screams made me look up in time to see another rat-boy 

punch its way through the top half of the door. Its comrade pushed at the top of the sofa at 

the same time, dislodging it sufficiently to open the door enough to get through. 

Pete, screaming incoherently, flung panicked handfuls of salt at the nearer assailant, 

making it scream and claw at its face. I snatched up my bloody dagger and hurled it at the 

spasming creature. It hit his target. A hairy corpse collapsed onto the sofa to lay like it had 

fallen asleep while watching television. 
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Pete’s supply of salt exhausted, the final rat-boy leapt over the sofa snarling. With 

casual indifference for its comrade’s fate, it snatched up my knife and grinned, exposing 

needle-like teeth.  

I paused, wondering if Ratty was going to throw the knife or attack with it? It chose 

the latter. We wrestled, rolled over and over until we arrived in front of the fireplace where 

the toasting fork we’d used for pikelets was just within reach. I rammed it into the 

creature’s stomach. It howled as it fell on top of me.  

Pete’s yelled his defiance as he smashed the whiskey bottle over the rat-boy’s skull, 

its pungent smell filled my nostrils. Its weight pinned me to the floor so I was looking up at 

the ceiling as the hatch to the attic opened and another rat-boy dropped to the floor. 

I heaved the squirming creature off me with all the strength I could summon, 

snatched up my knife to throw at the latest intruder. At the same time the whiskey-sodden 

rat-boy kicked me in the stomach. More by well-trained instinct than anything, I twisted my 

wrist and drove the knife into the creature’s groin. It bellowed and in its desperate attempt 

to get beyond my reach, it rolled closer to the fire where the whiskey fumes ignited. In a 

second the rat-boy’s wiry pelt was alight as it screamed and gyrated in fiery agony. 

I scrambled to my feet. Across the room the fourth creature, momentarily distracted 

by the sight of its scorched associate, stood in the doorway, ready to launch at me. I flung 

my knife at the creature’s chest, it collapsed and impaled itself on a protruding branch of 

the broken hat stand. 

Smoke rippled in grey waves from the burning body as the carpet caught fire, its dry 

fabric acted like tinder. 

‘Pete, we need to get out of here!’ 
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A burnt-out building could hide the true nature of the attackers, explaining their 

bodies would be impossible otherwise. 

‘Pete!’ 

I found him, laid across the doorway, throat slashed open, staring up at me with 

hollow-eyed accusations.  

‘Oh Pete.’ 

The whiskey acted as an accelerant, fire 

reached the billowing curtains where a breeze 

fanned the flames still further, they found the 

television and enveloped its cathode tube. The 

explosion turned the room into an inferno. The 

intensity of the heat was palpable, smoke filled 

my throat, made breathing impossible.  

Experience kicked in. Dragging Pete’s body outside would achieve nothing. Yet it 

could mislead the authorities into mistaking him for me. I needed to begin life afresh, with a 

new identity, it wouldn’t be the first time. I sprinted downstairs as liquid fire dripped 

through floorboards to ignite the flammable items in the shop. As he reached the back door 

sirens whined. 

Losing friends wasn’t new. I’d been called heartless in the past but when friends and 

lovers had the lifespans of fruit flies, I’d learned not to get emotionally too close. I raced 

through the narrow back garden, climbed a wall to sit and watch flames penetrate the roof 

of my home. The corpses of the five Fir Darrigs should be sufficiently incinerated as to be 

unrecognisable. The human race could go on thinking faerie tales were for children.  
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If they discovered the truth, 

humanity would be driven to further 

paranoia, and the Cold War had people 

ready to persecute others as it was, 

they didn’t need any more threats.  

Paranoia was a fact of life these 

days, for me too, it seemed. Fir Darrigs might have picked up my scent, investigated it even. 

But they were kidnappers not murderers. I watched my current persona go up in flames 

sure that someone wanted me dead.  

My new life was going to be spent looking over my shoulder, it meant polishing up 

my survival skills. It meant even greater isolation. As someone had once told me, long ago, 

there is no worse punishment than a lonely eternity. 

At the start of The Bastard from Fairyland, Robin is a lonely outcast. He’s fallen in 

love (again) but driven the man away, now we can see why. It is the curse of those 

who live lives measured in centuries. Keir refers to this at the end of the third 

novel, The Vengeance of Morgan le Fae. It’s a story of hopelessness for Robin, a 

bleak time which mirrored the situation around the globe in 1962. 

Robin meets another Fir Darrig at the beginning of The Renegade of Two Realms. 

 


